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Abstract: Language and culture are inseparable. Culture contains language while language carries culture (Hu, 2011: 146). As the
essence of a language, idioms are believed to be the most culturally loaded expressions in it. Accordingly, they are often consid⁃
ered as the mirror of culture, reflecting the special features of different cultures (Yu, 1999: 132). Hence, it is of vital importantce
for English learners to trace the root of English idioms and understand their connotations culturally. This paper aims to explore
the cultural origins of English idiomatic expressions from four perspectives, involving history, mythology, religion and society.
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1 An Introduction
An idiom is a set phrase or construction contrary to the usu⁃
al patterns of the language or having a meaning different from the
literal (Yu, 1999:8). According to Jackendoff, there are estimated
to be over 25,000 idiomatic expressions in the English language
(Wiki, 2012, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Idiom). With their suc⁃
cinct forms and rich connotations, English idioms are deeply root⁃
ed in the specific culture they belong to. Therefore, a study of
English idioms should be primarily based on the study of their
cultural origins. Over the decades, a great number of linguists
have shared their informative ideas on this issue whereas none of
them has reached an agreement. Thus, this paper is an another at⁃
tempt.
2 Cultural Origins of English Idioms
According to the anthropologists Kroeber and Kluckhohn,
culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behav⁃
ior acquired and transmitted by symbols, constituing the distinc⁃
tive achievement of human groups, imcluding their embodiments
in artifacts (qtd. in Yan, 2010: 10). The following traceback of
English idioms will be based on this definition of culture.
2.1 From the historical perspective
As the homeland of English language, England has gone
through plenty of conquests and wars over its history of more than
one thousand years. Influential historical events like Roman con⁃
quest, Norman invasion, English Civil War has played a critical
role in shaping the language. Consequently, a multitude of Eng⁃
lish idioms are created based on the historical events and figures.
Several examples are shown below:
a) idioms influenced by Roman conquest:
When in Rome, do as the Romans do. (i.e. Adopt the cus⁃
toms of the country you are visiting, and behave in the same way.)
Rome was not built in a day. (i.e. Complicated task will take
a long time and needs patience.) (Hu, 2000: 28)
b) idioms influenced by Norman invasion:
to stew in one’s own juice (i.e. to suffer the unpleasant ef⁃
fects of one’s own actions)
to put all one’s eggs in one basket (i.e. to make everything
dependent on only one thing) (Hu, 2000: 35-6)
c) idioms influenced by English Civil War:
to keep one’s powder dry (i.e. related to Oliver Cromwell: to
be ready for a challenge with little warning)
to send one to Coventry (i.e. related to King Charles I: to
break relations with sb) (Zhuang, 2002: 357, 579)
From the above instances, it can be seen that the idioms re⁃
lated to certain historical events or figures usually have extended
meanings far beyond their original ones, which are marked by the
traces of history.
2.2 From the Mythological Perspective
The language of a culture can often trace its back to the an⁃
cient myths, legends or fables (Yu et al., 1999: 115). Greek and
Roman mythologies, in the first place, have provided English lan⁃
guage with abundent idioms concerning various gods and heros.
In addition, allegory like Aesop’ s Fables has also made great
contributions to the enrichment of English idioms.
a) Idioms deprived from Greek and Roman mythologies:
Achilles’heel (i.e. one’s fatal weakness)
apple of disacord (i.e. cause of contention)
Trojan Horse (i.e. any subversive group or device insinuated
with the enemy ranks) (Zhuang, 2002: 4, 17, 673)
b) Idioms deprived from Aesop’s Fables:
bell the cat (i.e. to attempt to perform an impossibly difficult
task)
kill the goose that lays the golden eggs (i.e. an unprofitable
action motivated by greed)
lion’s share (i.e. the largest portion, or the best part)
(Zhuang, 2002: 58, 366, 403)














Religion is also an important source of idioms. Under the in⁃
fluence of Christianity, elements like“heaven”,“hell”,“God”,
“devil”and“church”often appeared in English idioms. The ex⁃
amples are as follows:
Good Heavens! (i.e. to show you are surprised or annoyed)
the heavens open (i.e. it began to rain heavily.)
made it in heaven (i.e. seeming to be perfect)
(come) hell or high water (i.e. despite any difficulties)
God bless (i.e. to show that you hope someone will be safe
and happy)
for God’ s sake (i.e. to emphasize something you are saying
when you are annoyed)
better the devil you know (i.e. it’s easier and wiser to stay
in a bad situations that you know rather than change to a new
one which may be much worse)
the devil looks after his own (i.e. bad people often seem to
have good luck.)
as poor as a church mouse (i.e. very poor)
(Oxford Advanced Learner’s English- Chinese Dictionary,
2009: 949, 953, 875, 547, 341)
Another religious influence comes from the Bible. Since the
English translations of it are so widespread, people often quote it
unconsciously. Therefore, numerous biblical phrases have contrib⁃
uted a lot to the expansion of English idioms. When you“fall by
the wayside”, you give up halfway; when you“make bricks with⁃
out straw”, you are doing things without the necessary materials;
if you are“the apple of one’s eye”, you are very precious to
somebody; if you“beat the air”, then all the efforts you make will
be in vain.
2.4 From the social perspective
2.4.1 Lifestyle
Idioms are established through people’s daily practice and
therefore are originally and tightly associated with their lifestyle.
Take the food culture as an example. Since bread, butter and
milk are the basic necessities for English people, a great many id⁃
ioms have been derived from such an eating tradition. Idioms like
“earn one’s bread”,“bread and circuses”,“take the bread out of
someone’s mouth”all see“bread”as“money or material life”.
The same situation applies to“butter”and“milk”.
Furthermore, English idiomatic expressions keep updating
with the change of people’s lifestyle. For instance, Chinese“tea”
was first introduced to England in the early 17th century. Though
expensive at that time, tea immediately became well-accepted by
the locals there. As time went by, English people developed their
own tea- drinking habit, known as“afternoon tea”. Meanwhile,
“tea”, as a daily practice, came into English idioms in large quan⁃
tities:
cup of tea (i.e. something that one prefers or desires)
a storm in a teacup (i.e. a problem being exaggerated)
tea and sympathy (i.e. kindness and sympathy to the upset
person)
not for all the tea in China (i.e. not for anything at all) (Hu,
2000:73-4)
2.4.2 Way of Thinking
An idiom is one that is natural for a normal Englishman to
say or write. Before coming into the form of speech or writing,
words need to be thought by people in the first place. Thus, Eng⁃
lish idioms must be deeply rooted in people’s way of thinking.
Living in island nations, English people tend to be open-minded.
It is easier for them to absorb the culture and language from oth⁃
er countries. That’s why many idioms existing in modern English
are originally borrowed from Latin, French, Dutch, Chinese, etc.
These expressions occur in people’s daily life with great frequen⁃
cy and have won a permanent place for themselves in English.
The examples are as follows:
de facto (from Latin, i.e.“in fact”)
to put a spoke in someone’s wheel (from Dutch, i.e.“to
thwart a person’s plans or arrangements”)
to bury the hatchet (from American Indian, i.e.“to make
peace”)
to save one’s face (from Chinese, i.e.“ keep your reputation
and the respect of other people”) (Yu et al., 1999: 129-30)
In addition, some idioms are created to serve people’s psy⁃
chological needs in communication. In order to avoid awkward sit⁃
uations or embarrasing atmosphere, English euphemisms are wide⁃
ly used out of people’s consideration of politeness (Yang, 2005:
216-7). These expressions are usually related to taboos concern⁃
ing physiological conditions, such as death, disease and pregnan⁃
cy. Some of them have made their way into English idioms:
a) Idiomatic euphemisms indicating“death”:
kick the bucket
join the great majority
go to glory
go to meet one’s maker
b) Idiomatic euphemisms involving “physiological condi⁃
tions”:
be in a bad way, under the weather (i.e. sick or prone to ill⁃
ness)
spend a penny, pass water (i.e. urinate)
be in an interesting condition (i.e. pregnant)
3 Conclusion
From all the above tracebacks of English idioms in terms of
culture, it can be seen that the enchantment of English idioms
are so great that it is impossible to learn English without a deep
understanding of its hidden meaning. Just as what Yu Fumin and
Guo Shanlian said in their book,“without idioms, a language
would be dull and dry, whereas an appropriate use of them in our
speech and writing will add to the strength and vividness of the
language”(1999: 1) . Therefore, to be a master of English lan⁃
guage, one needs to treasure this crystallization of language and
makes good use of it.
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